To some &is would make a great postcardoTo us it makes a great Lome.
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ized just because some Americans think the Arctic
Coastal Plain is an untouched wilderness. It is not. It is
our home.
Today, Congress is debating whether to open the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuse for oil and gas develooment. We believe they should.
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on. So we'll make sure it's developed safely. After all, we
want to keep our home picture perfect too.
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Over 100 U.S. mayors have launched a campaign to
inform Congressof an impendingfiscal crisis at the local level
in paying for the increasing costs of environmental mandates.
At the center of the mayors' legislativeeffort is a50-page
report on unfunded environmental mandates produced by
RDC board member Paula Easley, Government Relations
Director for the Municipality of Anchorage.
The report, "Paying for Federal Environmental Mandates: A Looming Crisis for Cities and Counties," warns that
local government cannot afford to implement the myriad of
federal mandates without cutting back on other crucial services or raising taxes on residents. It was released at a
January 18pressconferenceduringthewinter meeting of the
U.S. Conference of Mayors in Washington, D.C.
The bipartisan group of 114 mayors from 49 states sent
letters and the report to President Clinton and Congress
urging that local governments be given flexibility to set
priorities among competing concerns.
The mayors maintain the federal rules are frequently too
inflexibleto take into account local variations in environmental quality and do not allow local governments to focus on the
greatest risks first. The mayors argue that cities are com-

monly required to spend millions of dollars to control negligible risks.
"Something must be done to assure that environmental
protection investments are made where they accomplish the
greatest good," said Easley, the report's author. "Although
many members of Congress are aware of our concerns, the
prevailingview still seems to be that 'we just can't spend too
much on the environment.'"
Easley said there is urgent need for intelligent discourse
about what will work and what won't. "Not only do we
sometimes pay too much to solve environmental problems,
we've been known to confront the wrong problems for the
wrong reasons with the wrong technology."
Easley's analysis highlighted concerns regarding the
costs of complying with a full range of mandates, including
those dealing with clean air and water, hazardous waste
handling and wetlands. Her report struck a nerve with many
mayors.
'It's time that the governments above us stop writing
checks out of our checkbook," said Mayor Mara Giulianti of
Hollywood, California.
Mayor Edward Rendell of Philadelphia noted "it is becoming increasingly difficult for local jurisdictions to comply
(Continuedpage 4)

supports
suspension oit
oxicity
The Resource Development Council is supporting an Environmental Protection Agency proposal to suspend
the Toxicity Characteristic (TC) Rule
for petroleum contaminated material.
In a letter to the EPA, RDC encouraged
the agency to work with the State of
Alaska to assure that the suspension
becomes permanent.
The TC Rule, finalized by the EPA
in September 1990, is used to determine if a waste is hazardous under
Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Benzene, a component of most petroleum
products, has a new toxicity limit under
the TC Rule, set at a low threshold of
0.5 ppm. This means, for example, that
soil containing over 0.5 ppm of benzene must be managed in accordance
with RCRA's strict hazardous waste
management provisions.
Under RCRA, petroleum-contaminated material must be stored in accordance with strict containment standards
while the waste is analyzed for hazardous characteristics. If the material is
deemed "hazardous," special storage,
transportation, and disposal requirements must be met and owners or businesses must "declare" to EPA their new
status as a hazardous waste generator. Significant costs associated with
the special handlingand disposal methods required by RCRA are incurred by
the generator of the hazardous waste.
In a letter to the EPA, RDC pointed
out that due to technical and economic
considerations, the TC Rule is impossible to comply with in a state so broad
and remote as Alaska. Since there are
no hazardous waste storage facilities in
Alaska, the handling, treatment or disposal options for contaminated materials are very limited. Moreover, 90 percent of Alaska's communities are not
accessible by road. As a result, a spill
from an above or below ground storage
tank in a bush community would most
likely require removal of contaminated
(Continued to page 7)
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Recent articles in
the Anchorage Daily
News could lead one
to conclude that the
yet-to-be released
U.S. Forest Service
Tongass Land Use
by
Management Plan is
Paul S. Glavinovich
seriously flawed with
regardto providing adequate protection to certain wildlife species. It appears that a certain group of
biologists were charged with the responsibility of developing a plan that would
ensure the protection of species that allegedly require old growth habitat to survive.
The biologistscompleted their work, but when their conclusions were not accepted
by the management team, they enlisted the support of the media which then
accusedthe Forest Service of suppressing their report. The biologists' team leader
went to far as to resign, but not from the Forest Service. He will just move from the
Tongass to the Chugach National Forest.
In its coverage, the Anchorage Daily News provides a series of accusations
and denials to the point that it is impossible for the reader to separate fact from
fiction. For example, the News quoted an independent reviewer of the biologists'
report as stating that the report was based on "sound science." What the News did
not report was that the reviewer actually concludedthat the report was based upon
sound science as far as it went; however, the Forest Service biologists had not
considered other alternatives.
e
with their public recomComes now Alaska's own Fish and ~ a m biologists
mendation that the pace of logging in the Tongass be reduced. This is difficult to
rationalize because just a year ago the State threatened to sue the Forest Service
if that agency did not abide by contractual harvest schedules.
The current revisions to the Tongass Land Use Management Plan have been
in the development stage for at least three years. The plan has been through the
entire NEPA EIS process and subjected to intense scrutiny by a concerned public
of all persuasions. Why now all this dissension? Are we politicizing science?
The final management decisions for the Tongass will have a profound affect
upon the economy of Southeast Alaska and the lifestyle of the people that live and
work there. The public deserves to feel confident that Forest Service decisions will
be based upon properly vatted management doctrine and credible scientific
studies that include man in the environmental equation.

Thoughts

Members of Alaska's royal family were invitedto share a
table with Bill Clinton at his first meal as President of the
UnitedStates. But, in the "eat or be eaten" environment of the
nation's capital, Alaska king salmon were on the menu and
not on the guest list.
When noted Chef Juan Sanchez needed salmon fit for a
President, he looked for a king. In order to get just the right
fish for the occasion, Sanchez asked the Alaska Seafood
Marketing Institute for help.
ASMI, working in conjunction with the Alaska Trollers'
Association, contacted several Sitka processors, where a

cessive
logging in
the Tongass?
Critics of the timber industry believe
loggingis occurringat an excessivepace in
the Tongass, threatening the fishing and
tourism industries and the forest's wildlife.
Consider these facts:
Two-thirds of the commercial old-growth
forest in the Tongass is closed to logging.
Harvestingtakes place on one-third of the
commercial forest land over a 100-year
rotating cycle.
* In the one-third of the forest open to
logging, thousands of acres bordering
salmon streams, beaches, scenic passages, critical wildlife habitat areas and
muskegs have been put into buffer strips
which ban logging.
There are no endangered or threatened
species in the Tongass.
Logging didn't begin yesterday in the
Tongass. Since 1950, 376,000 acres or
2.2% of theTongass has been logged. The
fishingandtourism industriesare doingjust
fine. Fishermen have enjoyed record harvests and wildlife populations are strong.
Under the current management plan,
logging will have affected only 9% of the
Tongass or 38% of its old growth after 100
years. Since trees are a renewable resource, loggers will go back in 100 years
and harvest the second growth timber,
meaning that 9Ioh of the Tongass or 62%
of the old growth will never see a tree cut.

winter king salmon opening was underway, and placed a
special order for 17 Alaska king salmon to be served at
President Clinton's official inaugural luncheon.
"We think this was a great way for the President to begin
his term and a terrific way for the Alaska fishing industry to
kick off the new year," said ASMI Executive Director Kim
Elton.
Chef Sanchez was impressed with the "exceptional quality" of the Alaska salmon, and added he had never seen such
magnificent fish.
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